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Guidelines for Penn Korean Treebank Version 2.0
Abstract
The Korean Treebank Annotations Version 2.0 is a second volume of The Korean Treebank Annotations
(Palmer et al., 2002; Han et al., 2002). It contains new texts that are from the news domain: the original
corpus for the Korean Treebank 2.0 was extracted from The Korean Newswire corpus published by LDC,
catalog number LDC2000T45. The Korean Treebank Annotations Version 2.0 consists of 647 news articles in
112 files which contain 132,040 words and 5,010 sentences. There are 40,252 unique words and 13,844
unique morphemes (12,681 unique morphemes excluding foreign characters and arabic numbers). The
annotated text measures about 8.5MB in size.
While annotating the new texts, many new linguistic constructions and phenomena were encountered which
called for setting additional guidelines. Furthermore, a few guidelines used for the first volume of the Korean
Treebank were re-examined and modified in the second volume. This document outlines the guidelines that
were newly introduced for the second volume of the Penn Korean Treebank, as well as the ones that have been
revised since the publication of volume 1.0. Therefore, this is not a self-contained document, but is rather an
addendum to the two previously published guidelines for the Penn Korean Treebank (Han and Han, 2001;
Han et al., 2001).
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1 Introduction
The Korean English Treebank Annotations (Palmer et al., 2002; Han et al., 2002) is an elec-
tronic corpus of Korean and English parallel texts annotated with morphological and syntactic
information. Annotation of the Korean part of the corpus was done in accordance with two pub-
lished guidelines: “Part of Speech Tagging Guidelines for Penn Korean Treebank” (Han and Han,
2001)“Bracketing Guidelines for Penn Korean Treebank” (Han et al., 2001). The corpus consists
of Korean and English bilingual texts extracted from military training manuals.
The Korean Treebank Annotations Version 2.0 (Han et al., to be published) 1 is a second
volume of the corpus, and it contains new texts that are from the news domain. The original
corpus for the Korean Treebank 2.0 was extracted from The Korean Newswire corpus published
by LDC, catalog number LDC2000T45. The Korean Newswire corpus is a collection of Korean
Press Agency news articles from June 2, 1994 to March 20, 2000. The texts included in the Korean
Treebank 2.0 was selected from the March 2000 portion of the news articles (files 20000302.SGM
– 20000320.SGM). 2
The corpus consists of 647 news articles in 112 files which contain 132,040 words and 5,010
sentences. There are 40,252 unique words and 13,844 unique morphemes (12,681 unique mor-
phemes excluding foreign characters and arabic numbers). The annotated text measures about
8.5MB in size.
While annotating the new texts, many new linguistic constructions and phenomena were
encountered which called for setting additional guidelines. Furthermore, a few guidelines used for
the first volume of the Korean Treebank were re-examined and modified in the second volume.
This document outlines the guidelines that were newly introduced for the second volume of the
Penn Korean Treebank, as well as the ones that have been revised since the publication of volume
1.0. Therefore, this is not a self-contained document, but is rather an addendum to the two
previously published guidelines for the Penn Korean Treebank (Han and Han, 2001; Han et al.,
2001).
The Penn Korean Treebank 2.0 corpus is currently in negotiation to be released by the Lin-
guistic Data Consortium. In this release, a new edition of the Korean Treebank corpus will be
included alongside the new volume of Korean Treebank 2.0, dubbed Korean Treebank Annota-
tions Version 1.1, which has been edited to conform to the newly revised guidelines illustrated in
this document.
1We are extremely grateful to Martha Palmer for her continued support and guidance in this project. We also
thank Beatrice Santorini for insightful discussions in setting some of the guidelines. We also would like to thank
Seung-yun Yang, Sook-Hee Chae and Seunghun Lee who participated in the earlier stage of the project, as well as
Kyuchul Yoon, Hyunsook Shin, and Eunjong Kong from Ohio State University who lent us valuable help with the
part of the annotation process. The work reported in the document was supported by contract DAAD 19-03-2-0028,
awarded by the Army Research Lab.
2The sentence ID field of the Korean Treebank 2.0 matches the file name and the document ID (<DOCID> field)
of the Korean Newswire Corpus. For example, the Korean Treebank sentence 3200090:3 found in file 320009.fid
corresponds to the third sentence of the Korean Newswire document KPA20000320.0090 found in file 20000320.SGM.
Note that the sentence number field (:3 of 3200090:3) increments throughout a Korean Treebank file, which consists
of multiple articles, and is not reset between articles.
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2 Tokenization in Korean Treebank 2.0
2.1 Tokenization Marker ‘~’ Introduced
In the Korean Treebank, raw sentences appearing above each bracketed tree have been already
tokenized. Periods, commas, quotation marks and other symbols appear separated out in the
sentence field. In Korean Treebank 1.0, sentence fields contain such tokenized words, which look
like the following:
(1) ;;B;01:23: 4 ­Öò¤µ£Ûá " ­ÍòªÉá 15 " ¬È¡¼ 6 ­Öò¤µ£Ûá " ­ÍòªÉá 17 " ¬Ýî£È¤´ .
In Korean Treebank 2.0, tokenization marker ~ is introduced, which is prefixed onto a token to
indicate that it had been separated from the preceding element during the tokenization process.
That is, “AB” in the original text is tokenized to “A ~B”. Introduction of this tokenization marker
ensures that the original sentence before the tokenization process is easily recoverable. Without
such marking, the quotation markers in the above sentence from Treebank 1.0 cannot be locally
determined whether they were originally attached to the preceding word or the following word, or
both. Example sentences in Korean Treebank 2.0 with the tokenization markers are shown below:
(2) ;;3200011:1: ³Éá¡ÖÞ ­ÍáªÁ¬Ýå ¡Éí¤ÑÞ¬Ç ’ ~ ³ ¡̧Ñò¬¹ §ÍíכÁ£Ûá ªµ ~’ ~ ¡´ 19 ¬Ýå ªÆ¬ÄªÆ
²Æ¦È̈Á¦Æ ¡ÖÞ­¹¬Ïò³½­¹¬¹ª¸ ¤µªÉò¬Ûå ¨Éä¬Éñ¤´ ~.
;;3020013:10: ¡ÖÞ­¹±Ñò³½¡È¡Ûí ~( ~IMF ~) ~ ¬Ûá ...
2.2 Conservative Tokenization Strategies
In Korean Treebank 1.0, tokenization was applied generously in favor of simpler morpho-syntax
and transparent syntactic structures. For example, only affixation was allowed in word-formation,
and as a result word-phrases that do not conform to the limited set of morpho-syntactic rules
were routinely separated apart into a sequence of words. For example, noun compounds such as
+Öå/NNCכ¼³ ¤µ³¼/NNC were disallowed and were instead represented as two separate nouns as in
Öå/NNCכ¼³ ¤µ³¼/NNC; the sentence field also reflected this tokenization. In the Korean Treebank
2.0, such liberal use of tokenization was recognized as an undesirable practice that introduces
distortion into naturally occurring texts. Hence, more conservative tokenization strategies were
employed, where only symbols are subject to tokenization in principle. As a result, original “(̀
#Qæ¼l (word-spacing)” of the text is preserved for the most part. Forced tokenization (where
no symbols are involved) is used sparingly only for those cases where insertion of a space would
result in a grammatical word-spacing alternative. Moreover, location of forced tokenization is
marked with the tokenization marker ‘~’. There are two occasions where such forced tokenization
is necessary: (a) when the original spacing is clearly an error or (b) when syntactic annotation
requires token-separation within a word-phrase. Following are examples of word-spacing errors:
(3) forced tokenization on word-spacing errors
¨Éî¬Ûå§ÍÞ¬Íñ¤´ -> ¨Éî¬Ûå ~ §ÍÞ¬Íñ¤´
§Éã¬Ûá¡Ñð¬Ûå ¨Òñ¤´ -> §Éã¬Ûá ~ ¡Ñð¬Ûå ¨Òñ¤´
The school grammar of Korean prescribes separation of a verb and the following auxiliary
verb, which is often disregarded in practice. In Korean Treebank, auxiliary verbs take the VP
headed by the matrix verb to project up to another VP. This syntactic configuration is impossible
when verb+auxiliary-verb string is not separated. Hence:
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(4) forced tokenization on verb+auxiliary-verb construction
¬Ýí§Á¦Ûå §Éö¬ ¬́Ñá -> ¬Ýí§Á¦Ûå §Éö¬´ ~ ¬Ñá
(VP (VP (NP-OBJ ¬Ýí§Á/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA)
§Éö/VV+ ¬¸)
¬¼/VX+ ¬Ûá/EAN)
Noun-verb sequences that form a close semantic unit are often found written as one word, a
tendency resulting from the process of incorporation. In the Korean Treebank, the noun must be
identified and labeled as an argument of the verb, which is made possible by separating it out
from the verb:
(5) forced tokenization on noun+predicate construction
ªÝá¡Ïò«Æ¡¼ -> ªÝá¡Ïò ~ «Æ¡¼
(VP (NP-OBJ ªÝá¡Ïò/NNC)
«Æ/VV+ ¡¼/ECS))
¡Éò¤¼£Ñ÷¡¹ -> ¡Éò¤¼ ~ £Ñ÷¡¹
(S (NP-SBJ ¡Éò¤¼/NNC)
(ADJP £Ñ÷/VJ+ ¡¹/ECS))
¬Ç§È¬Ýñ£Ûá -> ¬Ç§È ~ ¬Ýñ£Ûá
(S (NP-SBJ ¬Ç§È/NNC)
(ADJP ¬Ýñ/VJ+ £Ûá/EAN))
Starting from Korean Treebank 2.0, ‘×æs’ is recognized as an auxiliary verb (see Section
7.1), which frequently appears attached to a Cino-Korean verbal noun. In order to give it a
separate node as a VX, it is separated out from the noun:
(6) forced tokenization on ­Öò/NNX+ ¬È/CO:
... £Å¬ÕÞ¬¹ª¸ ¬Åª¹ ~ ­Öò¬È¤Íá ¡¼¬¸ ¨Á±Ñò¦Ïò¬Ûá ...
(NP-SBJ (S (WHNP-1 *op*)
(S (NP-SBJ *T*-1)
(VP (VP (NP-ADV £Å¬ÕÞ/NPR+ ¬¹ª¸/PAD)
(VP (VV ¬Åª¹/NNC)))
(VX ­Öò/NNX+ ¬È/CO+ ¤Íá/EAN))))
(NP ¡¼¬¸/NPR
¨Á±Ñò¦Ïò/NNC+ ¬Ûá/PAU))
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3 Revised Part-of-Speech Tagging Guidelines
3.1 Treatment of Allomorphy
A large number of inflectional suffixes and post-position markers in Korean have allomorphs,
whose distributions are conditioned by the phonological environment in which they appear. For
example, the “topic” postposition marker takes three different forms ‘Ér’, ‘H’, and ‘’; the past-
tense pre-verbal-ending suffix ‘%3’, ‘¤’, and ‘
’.
The position taken in Korean Treebank 1.0 was not to posit a single lexical representation
for such sets of allomorphs, opting instead to list appropriate allomorphic forms within context.
In Korean Treebank 2.0, however, allomorphs are treated as having a single representative form.
All allomorphs of a given lexical item therefore show up as a single form in the morphologically
analyzed string. For example, the topic markers in ‘<Æ§-H’, ‘<ÆÒqt-Ér’ and ‘--’ are equally
assigned ¬Ûá/PAU:
(7) ‘Ér’ as the representative form for the Korean topic postposition:
³ÉÞ¡À/NNC+ ¬Ûá/PAU ³ÉÞªÊò/NNC+ ¬Ûá/PAU £¸/NPN+ ¬Ûá/PAU
l l l
³ÉÞ¡À£Ûá ³ÉÞªÊò¬Ûá £Íá
The criteria used in determining the representative form among allomorphs are as follows:
(8) Criteria for determining the representative form
a. The representative form should be fully syllabic, i.e. ‘Ér’ is chosen over ‘’.
b. The form for the post-consonantal environment is chosen, i.e. ‘s’ instead of ‘ ’.
c. Epenthetic vowels are included, i.e. ‘Ü¼Ð’ and not ‘Ð’. 3
d. For vowel harmony, ‘#Q’ is chosen over ‘’, i.e. ‘#Q"f’ and not ‘"f’.
The following is a list of common allomorphic morphemes and their representative forms:
(9) Common allomorphs and their representative forms
allomorph usage representative form
--- --- ---
¬Ûá/ £Ûá/ ³ÉÞªÊò¬Ûá/ ¡ÀªÁ£Ûá/ £Íá ¬Ûá
¬È/ ¡´ ³ÉÞªÊò¬È/ ¡ÀªÁ¡´ ¬È
¬Ûå/ ¦Ûå ³ÉÞªÊò¬Ûå/ ¡ÀªÁ¦Ûå ¬Ûå
¡½/ ¬½ ³ÉÞªÊò¡½/ ¡ÀªÁ¬½ ¡½
¬Æ¦¼/ ¦¼ ³ÉÞªÊò¬Æ¦¼/ ¡ÀªÁ¦¼ ¬Æ¦¼
¬È¦´¤¼/ ¦´¤¼ ³ÉÞªÊò¬È¦ ¤́¼/ ¡ÀªÁ¦ ¤́¼ ¬È¦ ¤́¼
¬È¬¶/ ¬¶ ³ÉÞªÊò¬È¬¶/ ¡ÀªÁ¬¶ ¬È¬¶
¬´/ ¬¶ ¨ÑÞªÖá¬´/ ¬Ïò³Ç¬¶ ¬´
¬Íñ/ ¬Éñ/
 §ÍÞ¬Íñ¡¼/ ­Éî¬Éñ¡¼/ ªÉñ¡¼ ¬Íñ
¬¸/ ¬´/null §ÍÞ¬¸/ ­Éî¬´/ ª´ ¬¸
¬ ª̧¸/ ¬ ª́¸/ ª¸ §ÍÞ¬¸ª¸/ ­Éî¬´ª¸/ ª ª́¸ ¬¸ª¸
3This clause is in fact redundant, as epenthetic vowels are used in post-consonantal environments only which is
covered by criterion (b).
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¬Ûá/ §ÍÞ¬Ûá/ ªÉá ¬Ûá
¬Ûí/ §ÍÞ¬Ûí/ ªÉí ¬Ûí
¬ÆªÈ/ ªÈ ­Éî¬ÆªÈ¡¼/ ¬¼ªÈ¡¼ ¬ÆªÈ
¬Æ£È/ £È ¬¼£È/ ­Éî¬Æ£È ¬Æ£È
¬Ûå¢´/ ¢´ §ÍÞ¬Ûå¢´/ ªÉå¢´ ¬Ûå¢´
ªÛî£È¤´/ £È¤´ §ÍÞªÛî£È¤´/ ªÉî£È¤´ ªÛî£È¤´
¬È/null ³ÉÞªÊò¬È¤´/ ¡ÀªÁ¤´ ¬È
3.2 EAU Merged with ECS
In Korean Treebank 1.0, auxiliary endings are recognized as a separate part-of-speech category
and are given the tag EAU. There were four verbal endings which belonged to the category: ‘’,
‘>’, ‘t’, ‘¦’. In Korean Treebank 2.0, they are merged with the category ECS, i.e., ‘Coordinate,
Subordinate, Adverbial, Complementizer Ending’, which is the more general category for all
non-sentence-final verbal ending suffixes. With the exception of ‘t’, the EAU verbal endings are
permitted in non-auxiliary environments, which resulted in ambiguity in tagging depending on
the environment (see Section 4.12 of the POS Tagging Guidelines):
(10) ‘#Q’ as EAU or ECS in Korean Treebank 1.0:
§ÍÞ¬¸ ¨¼¬Éñ¤´: §ÍÞ/VV+ ¬¸/EAU ¨¼/VX+ ¬Éñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
¡Éå¬´ £Íø¬Íñ¤´: ¡Éå/VV+ ¬´/ECS £Íø/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
As a result of the merge, such ambiguity in POS tags no longer exists, and they are tagged as
ECS in all environments.
(11) ‘#Q’ is always ECS in Korean Treebank 2.0:
§ÍÞ¬¸ ¨¼¬Éñ¤´: §ÍÞ/VV+ ¬¸/ECS ¨¼/VX+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
¡Éå¬´ £Íø¬Íñ¤´: ¡Éå/VV+ ¬¸/ECS £Íø/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
3.3 PAN (Adnominal Postposition) Introduced
A new part-of-speech tag PAN, ‘Adnominal Postposition’, is created in Korean Treebank 2.0.
The PANs are essentially post-position markers, but share with other adnominal POSs such as
DAN (Adnominal Determiner) and EAN (Adnominal Ending) the property of modifying the noun
elements that follow them. There are two morphemes that are PAN: ‘_’ and ‘sH’:
(12) ¬Ç/PAN and ¬È¦ £́Ûá/PAN
ÍåªÁ¬Çכ ªÍò­ÍÞ: +ÍåªÁ/NPRכ ¬Ç/PAN ªÍò­ÍÞ/NNC
¦ÍåªÁכ £́Ûá ³ÉÞªÊò: +ÍåªÁ/NPRכ ¬È¦ £́Ûá/PAN ³ÉÞªÊò/NNC
In Korean Treebank 1.0, ‘_’ was classified as PCA, a Case Postposition. While it is true that
the postposition marker encodes the Genitive Case, its syntactic property of modifying nouns is
vastly different from other postposition markers which typically encode the relation between the
predicate and the root noun.
Also, ‘sH’ was treated as a complex morphemic unit ¬È/CO+ ¦ £́Ûá/EAN, which is made up
of a copula followed by an adnominal verbal ending suffix. This inevitably lead to a syntactic
analysis involving a full-blown relative clause for the constructions with the expression:
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(13) ‘ô=ÃºH <ÆÒqt’ involves a relative clause in Treebank 1.0
(NP (S (WHNP-1 *op*)
(S (NP-SBJ *T*-1)
(VP (NP +ÍåªÁ/NPRכ ¬È/CO+ ¦ £́Ûá/EAN))))
(NP ³ÉÞªÊò/NNC))
In Korean Treebank 2.0, they are assigned a much simpler syntactic structure of a noun modifying
a noun:4
(14) ‘ô=ÃºH <ÆÒqt’ is a simple noun phrase in Treebank 2.0
(NP (NP +ÍåªÁ/NPRכ ¬È¦ £́Ûá/PAN)
(NP ³ÉÞªÊò/NNC))
‘sH’, however, retains its complex morphologicial structure and therefore induces a clausal
syntactic structure in non-appositive environments:
(15) ‘Õª <ÆÒqts ô=ÃºH z́’ in Treebank 1.0 and 2.0
(NP (S (NP-SBJ ¡Æ/DAN
³ÉÞªÊò/NNC+ ¬È/PCA)
(VP (NP +ÍåªÁ/NPRכ ¬È/CO+ ¦ £́Ûá/EAN)))
(NP ª ª́Ýå/NNC))
Such type of ambiguity can also be found in other items including ‘s¦’, which is similarly
ambiguous between ¬È¦ ¡́¼/PAD and ¬È/CO+ ¦´/EFN+ ¡¼/PAD5. When a noun phrase exists which
functions as the subject of the ‘Noun+ ¬È¦ ¡́¼’ unit, ‘s¦’ is treated as a copula followed by a
verbal ending; otherwise, the entire expression is tagged as a postposition marker:
(16) parallel ambiguity in ‘s¦’:
£ £́Ûá (VP (NP-OBJ (ÍåªÁ¦Ûåכ (NP-COMP ³Ïò/NNC+ ¬È¦´¡¼/PAD) ¨Á¦Ûá¤´)
£ £́Ûá (VP (S-COMP (NP-SBJ (´¡ÍåªÁכ (VP (NP ¨´̈¼/NNC+ ¬È/CO+ ¦´/EFN+ ¡¼/PAD))) ªÊò¡ÉÞ³Éá¤´)
3.4 Treatment of XSV and XSJ
In Korean Treebank 1.0, four verbalization suffixes (XSV) were recognized: ‘’, ‘÷&’, ‘rv’, ‘~ÃÎ’.
Three additional XSVs are introduced in Korean Treebank 2.0: ‘#Qt’, ‘#Q’, ‘{©’. ‘#Qt’ attaches
to verbal and adjectival roots; ‘#Q’ mostly attaches to adjectival roots to turn them into a verb6;
‘{©’ attaches to nominal roots:
(17) ‘-#Qt/#Q’ as verbalization suffix
4It should be distinguished from another lexical item ‘sêøÍ’:
ÊÞ/NNC+¬È¦Éá/PAUכ ¬Á¦È/NPN+¬Ç/PAN § ¬́Ûí¬Ûå ªÉå®È¬Á£Ûá ¬Ïò³Ñá¬Ç ¬ËòªÝÞ¬È¤´.
Here, it is the phonological contraction of ‘sH ,’Ér	כ and is tagged PAU .
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¬È/CO+¦´¡¼/ECS in Korean Treebank 1.0.
6Only one exception is found in KTB 2.0 where it attaches to a verbal root: ¢¸¦È/VV+¬ ³̧´/XSV+¤´/EFN.
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¬»©¸­È¤´: ¬»©Æ/VJ+ ¬ ­̧È/XSV+ ¤´/EFN
¬Éå¦º­È¤´: ¬Éå¦È/VV+ ¬ ­̧È/XSV+ ¤´/EFN
¬ ¦̧º¬Â³´¤´: ¬¸¦Ïî/VJ+ ¬ ³̧´/XSV+ ¤´/EFN
¡Ñò¡ÏÞ¤Éò³´¤´: ¡Ñò¡ÏÞ/NNC+ ¤Éò³´/XSV+ ¤´/EFN
Note that ‘#Qt’, when attached to an adjective root, was treated in Korean Treebank 1.0 as
a part of the root:
(18) a. ‘\Vt’ in Korean Treebank 1.0:
¬»© ­̧È/VJ+ ¤´/EFN
b. ‘\Vt’ in Korean Treebank 2.0:
¬»©Æ/VJ+ ¬ ­̧È/XSV+ ¤´/EFN
As in Korean Treebank 1.0, a word with a derivational suffix projects up to an appropriate
part-of-speech node. Therefore, the word in the following example with two derivational suffixes
XSJ and XSV projects up to VJ first and then to VV:
(19) syntactic projection of derived words
¡Ñá¦Éá³µ³Êñ¤´: (VP (VV (VJ ¡Ñá¦Éá/NNC+ ³´/XSJ+ ¬ ³̧´/XSV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN)))
Even when ¬¸­È/XSV is attached to a VV root, which is already a verb on its own, the
word projects up to a VV node as seen below. This is due to the fact that the derived verb
¨Éæ³È/VV+ ¬ ­̧È/XSV is considered a new verb which has different subcategorization properties
from those of the original root ¨Éæ³È/VV.
(20) VV+XSV projects to VV
¨Éæ³º­Ïñ¤´: (VP (VV ¨Éæ³È/VV+ ¬ ­̧È/XSV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN))
Note, however, that the ‘-#Q t-’ construction is treated as a verbal ending and an auxiliary
verb (‘- ¬¸/ECS ­È/VX’) when they are written separated out:
(21) ‘-#Q t-’ tagged as - ¬¸/ECS ­È/VX
§ÍÞ³È¬¸ ­È¤´: §ÍÞ³È/VV+ ¬¸/ECS ­È/VX+ ¤´/EFN
Likewise, ‘{©’ is tagged as XSV when it follows a common noun and turns it into verb. Note
that ‘{©’ can also function as a main verb, if it is separated from a noun by a space:
(22) ¡Ñò¡ÏÞ¤Éò³´¤´: ¡Ñò¡ÏÞ/NNC+ ¤Éò³´/XSV+ ¤´/EFN
¡ ­̧Íå¤Éò³´¤´: ¡¸­Íå/NNC+ ¤Éò³´/XSV+ ¤´/EFN
¡Æ ¨Íí¬Ýá¬Ûá +Íå/NNC¨¸כ ¤Éò³´/XSV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
¡Ñò¡ÏÞ ¤Éò³´¤´: ¡Ñò¡ÏÞ/NNC ¤Éò³´/VV+ ¤´/EFN
¡ ­̧Íå¬Ûå ¤Éò³Êñ¤´: ¡ ­̧Íå/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA ¤Éò³´/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
Also, use of XSV/XSJ suffixes is limited to those cases where the stem indeed is a common
noun after separating out the suffixes. Therefore, ‘̧’ in ‘̧’ receives tag NNC while ‘FK
n’ in ‘FKn’ does not:
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(23) ­¼ª´³ ¤́´: ­¼ª´/NNC+ ³´/XSV+ ¤´/EFN
ªÁ¬Ïò³ ¤́´: ªÁ¬Ïò/NNC+ ³´/XSV+ ¤´/EFN
²Ýå¬À³ ¤́´: ²Ýå¬À/NNC+ ³´/XSJ+ ¤´/EFN
¨Éá®ÉÞ³ ¤́´: ¨Éá®ÉÞ³´/VV+ ¤´/EFN
¡Öå¦Íòכ ¦̧È¤´: +Öå¦Íò¡¸¦È/VVכ ¤´/EFN
³Öå¦Úò³ ¤́´: ³Öå¦Úò³´/VJ+ ¤´/EFN
¨Öå¡Á³ ¤́´: ¨Öå¡Á³´/VJ+ ¤´/EFN
¢Ûí®ÝÞ³ ¤́´: ¢Ûí®ÝÞ³´/VJ+ ¤´/EFN
©ÊÞ©ÊÞ³ ¤́´: ©ÊÞ©ÊÞ³´/VJ+ ¤´/EFN
3.5 Treatment of NPR (Proper Noun)
NPR is a morpheme-level tag that represents “proper noun”, which is the kind of noun that refers
to “names”. NPRs in the most obvious cases are illustrated in the examples below, where a single
morpheme constitutes a name:
(24) simple cases of NPR:
¡Ýí¤µ­Öò/NPR
¦ ª̧È¬´/NPR
³Ñá¤´/NPR
³Ñò°Ñò/NPR+ ¡½/PCJ
Given the apparent connection between the NPR tag and “names”, it is easy to get into the
mind-set: “This is a name referring to a single entity, therefore the entire thing should receive
NPR.” Under this extreme approach, long names which in themselves contain multiple morphemes
are treated as one single NPR:
(25) “one NPR tag per name” approach:
­Íá¡ÖÞ¬Ýá§Ýá¤µ²À¤µ³¿/NPR
³Éá¡ÖÞ­Íá¦ÏÞ/NPR+ ¬Ç/PAN
¤µ§Éá³µ³Ïî/NPR
¬Å¬Îá¬Éá­Íá¨¼­Éò¬Èª´³¿/NPR
³Éá¡ÖÞ£ÑòכÑá¡Ïò­¹¬Ïá¡Á¬×á/NPR+ ¬Ç/PAN
­Öòª¼¡È¬Íî³Ïî¤Ñò­¼³Éî­Öò¬Éò³¿/NPR
ªÍÞ¬ÅªÁכÖå¡ÖÞ¡È¡Á/NPR
However, it soon becomes clear on closer inspection that it is impossible to fully represent
“names” by NPR tag, because NPR is defined strictly on the morpheme level and names are not.
NPR can only apply to morphemic units while “name”s can be represented by larger units, namely
word (éß#Q), word-phrase (#Q]X), and phrase (½̈):
(26) multi-word (i.e. phrasal) names:
³Éá¡Ûå¡½ °Íí²Å±¸
¬È¦´°Æ ³Éò¡Ñò
¬ÂªÝò±Íá ±´¬Ýí­Æ
¬Å¬Îá ¬Éá­Íá¨¼­Éò ¬Èª ³́¿
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This shows that the “name-NPR” equation does not hold beyond the simplest cases presented
above in (24). NPR therefore cannot be viewed as a tag that bears any systemic relation to
”names”. ”Name” is in fact a semantic concept that is best annotated on a separate level, such
as named entity annotation. From this point of view, the long names in (27) must be broken
down into their component morphemes as seen below, which is the position adopted in Korean
Treebank 2.0.
(27) names are broken down to component morphemes:
­Íá¡ÖÞ/NNC+ ¬Ýá§Ýá/NNC+ ¤µ²À/NNC+ ¤µ³¿/NNC
³Éá¡ÖÞ/NPR+ ­Íá¦ÏÞ/NNC+ ¬Ç/PAN
¤µ§Éá/NPR+ ³µ³Ïî/NNC
¬Å¬Îá/NPR+ ¬Éá­Íá/NNC+ ¨¼­Éò/NNC+ ¬Èª´³¿/NNC
ªÍÞ¬Å/NNC+ ªÁכÖå¡ÖÞ/NNC+ ¡È¡Á/NNC
3.6 Man-Ha/VX → (VX Man/NNX+Ha/XSJ)
In Korean Treebank 1.0, ‘ëß-’ was treated as an auxiliary verb. In Korean Treebank 2.0,
however, it is decomposed into a dependent noun (NNX) followed by an adjectivization suffix
(XSJ):
(28) a. treatment of ‘ëß-’ in Treebank 1.0
«Æ/VV+/EAN §Éá³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN
b. treatment of ‘ëß-’ in Treebank 2.0
«Æ/VV+/EAN §Éá/NNX+ ³´/XSJ+ ¤´/EFN
This decision was made in order to ensure consistency with variations of the construction
such as below, where a post-position marker intervenes between ‘ëß’ and ‘’. Analyzing ‘ëß’ as a
dependent noun is inevitable in such cases.
(29) ¨¼/VV+ ¬Ûå/EAN §Éá/NNX+ ¤¼/PAU ³´/VJ+ ¤´/EFN
3.7 ‘Pu-Teo’, ‘Kka-Ji’ Invariably PAU
In Korean Treebank 1.0, ‘ÂÒ'’ and ‘t’ were treated as ambiguous between PAD (adverbial
postpositoin marker) and PAU (auxiliary postposition marker) tags. Specifically, they were tagged
PAD when they convey the sense of geographical origin and destination respectively, and PAU in
other cases. Starting from Korean Treebank 2.0, the noun phrases that they attach to are no
longer considered an argument of a verb but rather an adjunct. It follows from this that the
postposition markers are no longer tagged PAD, which generally indicates the argument-status of
the head noun; they are invariably treated as PAU.
(30) ‘ÂÒ'’ and ‘t’ are invariably tagged as PAU:
­Ýî/NNC+ ¨Á±¸/PAU ³ÉÞ¡À/NNC+ ¢ ­́È/PAU
3.8 Allow both ADV/NPN for Some Pronouns
In Korean Treebank 1.0, ‘]j’ was always tagged as NPN, so it has the same POS tag as other
WH-items such as ¬ ¤̧È/NPN and £Á¡Á/NPN. Starting from Korean Treebank 2.0, ‘]j’ is tagged
ADV when it is used adverbially, and NPN when it is used nominally:
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(31) ‘]j’ is either ADV or NPN:
‘]j M®om?’ ¬Íá­¹/ADV ¬¼/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ £È/EFN ?/SFN
‘]j  a%~Ü¼m?’ ¬Íá­¹/NPN+ ¬È/PCA ­Ñø/VJ+ ¬Æ£È/EFN ?/SFN
3.9 More on Dependent Noun(NNX) Examples
The following ‘í’ and ‘ú́’ are tagged as NNX:
(32) 20 ª¹¡È NNX/¼כ
­È£Éá¤Éå/NNC +NNX/¼כ ¨Á±¸/PAU 2 ¬×å +NNX/¼כ ¢ ­́È/PAU
20 ª¹¡È §Éå/NNX
¬È/DAN ¤Éå/NNC §Éå/NNX+ ¢ ­́È/PAU ¢Ûö£µ­´.
The following ‘?/’(inside) and ‘ü@’(outside) are tagged as NNX (cf. Tagging Guidelines p.6):
(33) ¬È ¡Á¬ÏÞ/NNC £µ/NNX+ ¬¹/PAD ¤Ûå¬¸¬¼­È §´ªÈ¬¼
ªÈ³Íí¬È ¬»ªÉò/NNC ¬¿/NNX+ ¦¼/PAD ¢ ¤́´¦Ñî¤´
3.10 Treatment of ‘To, Ku, Si, Kun, Myeon, eup, Ri, Tong’
‘̧, ½̈, r, çH, , ̀v, o, 1lx’ should be always tagged as NNC, not XSF (cf. Tagging Guidelines
p.21).
(34) ª ¬̧ÖåªÈ: ª ¬̧Öå/NPR+ ªÈ/NNC
¡Ïò¡È¤¼: ¡Ïò¡È/NPR+ ¤¼/NNC
When ‘̧’ has the meaning of ‘island’, words occurring with this morpheme should be tagged as
NPR as a whole.
(35) ­¹­Á¤¼/NPR
¬Öå¦Ûò¤¼/NPR
3.11 Treatment of ‘Ko, Ra-Ko’
Complementizer postpositions ‘¦’ occurs on the predicate of a complement clause under verbs
such as ‘ú́, Òqty, b, ̈½¹כ’. It should be tagged as PAD (cf. Tagging Guidelines
p.3).
(36) ¡Æ£Ûá ­Ýî¬¹ ¬Ýñ¬Íñ¤´¡¼ §Éå³Êñ¤´:
(NP-SBJ ¡Æ£Ûá) (VP (S-COMP ­Ýî¬¹ ¬Ýñ¬Íñ¤´+ ¡¼/PAD) §Éå³Êñ¤´)
‘(s)¦’ that follows a direct quotative complement clause or a simple noun should be tagged
as PAD as a whole (cf. Tagging Guidelines p.15, p.33-4).
(37) " ¬Íá­¹ ¬¼¡Îñ£È" ¦ ¡́¼ §Öå¬Íñ¤´:
(VP (S-COMP ’’ ¬Íá­¹ ¬¼¡Îñ£È"+ ¦ ¡́¼/PAD) §Öå¬Íñ¤´)
¬Òá¤´¦ ¡́¼ ¨Á¦Ûá¤´:
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¬Òá¤´/NPR+ ¦ ¡́¼/PAD ¨Á¦Ûá¤´
­ÑáªÛá¬È¦´¡¼ ¨Á¦Ûá¤´:
­ÑáªÛá/NPR+ ¬È¦ ¡́¼/PAD ¨Á¦Ûá¤´
‘(s)¦’ that is used complementizer of the verbs ‘ú́,Òqty, b,¹כ½̈’ should be
separated and tagged as ¦´/EFN+ ¡¼/PAD. In this case, a copula must be recovered before ‘’, if
necessary.
(38) £ £́Ûá ´¡ÍåªÁכ ¬Òá¤´¦ ¡́¼ §Ýä£Ûá¤´:
£ £́Ûá ´¡ÍåªÁכ ¬Òá¤´/NPR+ ¬È/CO+ ¦´/EFN+ ¡¼/PAD §Ýä£Ûá¤´
‘¦’, ‘(Ü¼)¦’ that follow an adverbial clause should be tagged as ECS as a whole. Examples
are:
(39) §Ñí¬È ­ÍòªÉò¬È ¬ £́È¦ ¡́¼ ªÛå² ³̧´­È § ¦́´:
¬ £́È/VJ+ ¦ ¡́¼/ECS ªÛå² ³̧´­È
¬ §̧¸£È¢¹ª¸ ªÊò³Òå¨È¬¹ ¨¼±µ «Æ¦ ¡́¼ ¤Ñá¬Ûå ¨¼£µ ­ÁªÏñ¤´:
¨¼±µ «Æ/VV+ ¦ ¡́¼/ECS ¤Ñá¬Ûå ...
ÊÞ¬Ûåכ ¬Ýæ¬Æ¦ ¡́¼ ªÈ°Ïñ¤´:
¬Ýæ/VV+ ¬Æ¦ ¡́¼/ECS
3.12 Treatment of Surface Form ‘Ta-Ko’
‘¦’ that is used complementizer of the verbs ‘ú́, Òqty, b, ̈½¹כ’ should be
separated and tagged as ¤´/EFN+ ¡¼/PAD (cf. Tagging Guidelines p.18, p.33-4).
(40) ¡Æ ¡Ñð¬¹ ­Íá³½¡È¡´ ¬Ýñ¤ ¡́¼ ªÊò¡ÉÞ³Éá¤´: ¬Ýñ/VV+ ¤´/EFN+ ¡¼/PAD
¡Æ£Ûá " ²Ïá­È¦Ûå «Ûá¤´" ¡¼ §Éå³Êñ¤´: «Æ/VV+ £Ûá¤´/EFN+ ¡¼/PAD
‘¦’ that follows an adverbial clause should be tagged as ECS as a whole. Examples are:
(41) £Éå ¬¸¦È¤´¡¼ ¬Ëö̈¼­È § ª́¹¬À:
¬ ¦̧È/VJ+ ¤ ¡́¼/ECS
¬Ýå¦Å ¤µ³ÉÞ¬Ûå ¡ ¡́Îñ¤ ¡́¼ ¬ÏåªÝí³È ¡Ñò¨Á³´¡¼ ¬Ýñ¤´:
¡´/VV+ ¡Îñ/EPF+ ¤ ¡́¼/ECS
³ ¦̧ÉÞ ¬Íï¬È ­¹ §Öå¡Íá¬Ûå «Íñ¤ ¡́¼ ¬¶¤Éá¬¶¤Éá¬È¤´:
«Æ/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤ ¡́¼/ECS
3.13 Treatment of ‘iss-Ta’ and ‘Kye-Si-Ta’
If ‘e, >r’ are used as auxiliary predicates, then they should be tagged as VX.
(42) §ÍÞ¡¼ ¬Ýñ¤´: §ÍÞ/VV+ ¡¼/ECS ¬Ýñ/VX+ ¤´/EFN
­ÉîªÁªÈ¡¼ ¡»ªÝá¤´: ­ÉîªÁªÈ/VV+ ¡¼/ECS ¡»ªÈ/VX+ £Ûá¤´/EFN
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3.14 Treatment of ‘Teul’
‘[þt’ usually attaches to a singular noun and turns it into a plural noun. In that case, it is tagged
as XSF (cf. Tagging Guidelines p.20, p.26).
(43) ¬º¡È¬¹£Ûá כ ¤́Ûå¬È §Éã¤´: +NNC/´כ ¤Ûå/XSF+ ¬È/PCA
­¸ ª´¦Éí¤Ûå¬Ûå ¨¼¬´¦´: ª´¦Éí/NNC+ ¤Ûå/XSF+ ¬Ûå/PCA
³ÉÞªÊò¤Ûå¬¹¡¹§Éá £´£Á¬¸ ­Á¬Íñ¤´: ³ÉÞªÊò/NNC+ ¤Ûå/XSF+ ¬¹¡¹§Éá/PAD
But ‘[þt’ can occur on words other than nouns. In some cases, ‘[þt’, even when attached to a noun,
does not convey the plural sense. In these environments, ‘[þt’ is tagged as PAU.
(44) ©Éå¦È¤Ûå §ÍÞ¬ ¦̧´: ©Éå¦È/ADV+ ¤Ûå/PAU
­ ¡̧È ¡ ¡́¼¤Ûå ¬Ýñ¡Á§Íá: ¡´/VV+ ¡¼/ECS+ ¤Ûå/PAU
§¼¤Á ­ ¦́È¬¹ ¬Éâ¡¹¤Ûå: ¬Éâ/VV+ ¡¹/EFN+ ¤Ûå/PAU
§Éå«Ûí¤Ûå £´£Áª¹¬À: §Éå«Ûí/NNC+ ¤Ûå/PAU
¬ ª̧¸ ¨Éî¤Ûå §ÍÞ¬ ¦̧´: ¨Éî/NNC+ ¤Ûå/PAU
Note that it can also be tagged as NNX in the particular context shown below:
(45) ª¼, ¡µ, ¤Éæ ¤Ûå:
ª¼/NNC ,/SCM ¡µ/NNC ,/SCM ¤Éæ/NNC ¤Ûå/NNX
¨µ, ¡Éí, ²¼¤¼ ¤Ûå¬È §Éã¤´:
¨µ/NNC ,/SCM ¡Éí/NNC ,/SCM ²¼¤¼/NNC ¤Ûå/NNX+ ¬È/PCA
4 Case Studies
4.1 VV or VX
Some verbs are ambiguous between VV and VX, when they follows a predicate with a ‘#Q’ ending.
One way of distinguishing between the two cases is to replace ‘#Q’ with ‘#Q"f’: if it is grammatical
and preserves the overall meaning, then the second verb is tagged as VV, otherwise, it is tagged
as VX.
(46) ¡Æ¦Ýí¬Ûå ¡Æ¦º ­Á¬Íñ¤´: ¡Æ¦Ýí/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA ¡Æ¦È/VV+ ¬¸/ECS ­Á/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
ÊÞ¬Ûåכ ¬Ýæ¬¸ ­Á¬Íñ¤´: +ÊÞ/NNCכ ¬Ûå/PCA ¬Ýæ/VV+ ¬¸/ECS ­Á/VX+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
4.2 VV or VJ
Some predicates such as ‘ß¼,Ô,µ1ß,[O, ú́,0py,²DI’ are ambiguous between VV and
VJ. One way of distinguishing between the two cases is to add present tense marker ‘H’ to the
predicates: if it is possible, then the predicate is tagged as VV, otherwise, it is tagged as VJ.
(47) ÍåªÁ£Ûáכ §´¬Ûí¬È °Æ¤´: °Æ/VJ+ ¤´/EFN
¬ ¬́È¤Ûå¬È °Ûá¤´: °Æ/VV+ £Ûá¤´/EFN
¤Éå¬È §µ¬Á ¨Éæ¤´: ¨Éæ/VJ+ ¤´/EFN
£Éå¬È ¨Éæ£Ûá¤´: ¨Éæ/VV+ £Ûá¤´/EFN
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¡Öä¡¼ ¤Éá¤Éá³Éá §Öå¡Íá: ¡Öä/VJ+ ¡¼/ECS
©Éò¬È ¤Ñåכ¸¦Íí ¡Öä£Ûá¤´: ¡Öä/VV+ £Ûá¤´/EFN
4.3 PAD or NNX
If ‘@/Ð’, ‘ëßpu’ immediately follow a noun without a space, they are postposition markers and
therefore are tagged as PAD.
(48) §Ïò¦Ïò¤µ¦¼: §Ïò¦Ïò/NNC+ ¤µ¦¼/PAD
£ ¤́¼ ¡Æ ª ¦́Éí§Éá°Ûí ¥Ùå ªÁ ¬Ýñ¤´: ª´¦Éí/NNC+ §Éá°Ûí/PAD
If ‘@/Ð’, ‘ëßpu’ are modified by a relative clause, they are dependent nouns (NNX).
(49) §Éå³Éá ¤µ¦¼: §Éå³Éá ¤µ¦¼/NNX
£ ¤́¼ Éí¬Ûåכ §Éá°Ûí :´¤Éí¬Éñכ Éí¬Ûåכ §Éá°Ûí/NNX
5 Confusing Examples
• ‘’
‘’ is tagged as EFN if it indicates the sentence is a imperative. But ‘’ is tagged as ECS if
it follows copula ‘s’ or adjective ‘m’, and conjoins two sentences.
£¸ ­´ªÝá¬Ûå ¬Éå/VV+ ¦´/EFN
¡Ý÷¬È ²´/VV+ ¦´/EFN.
¥Ûð¨Éß¬Ç ¬Ýå/NNC+ ¬È/CO+ ¦´/ECS ¬ ¦̧È¤Öò­Íå³Êñ¤´.
¡È¤µ³Êñ¤Íá ¤µ¦¼¡´ ¬ £́È/VJ+ ¦´/ECS °Æ¡¹ ªÝå§Éò³Êñ¤´.
ª´¦Éí¬È ¬´£È/VJ+ ¦´/ECS ­ÝíªÛò¬È¤´.
• ‘ú́’
In most cases, ‘ú́’ in ‘ú́’ is an auxiliary verb and is tagged as VX. But if it is used with
the form ‘ú́¦’ and immediately follows a noun, then it is tagged as PAU as a whole.
¡´­È § ¦́´: ¡´/VV+ ­È/EAU §Éå/VX+ ¦´/EFN
£¸§Éå¡¼ £¹¡´ ¡ ¦́´: £¸/NPN+ §Éå¡¼/PAU
• ‘̧ØÔ’
In general, ‘̧ØÔ’ is tagged as VV. But when it follows a predicate with ECS ‘̀¦t, Ht,
Ért’ and means ‘might’, it is tagged as VX:
£´£Ûá ¡Æ ª´¦Éí¬Ûå §¼¦Ûá¤´: ¡Æ/DAN ª ¦́Éí/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA §¼¦Æ/VV+ £Ûá¤´/EFN
ªÖá¬È¡´ £¼¦µ³Éå­È¤¼ §¼¦Ûá¤´: £¼¦µ/NNC+ ³´/XSF+ ¬Ûå­È¤¼/ECS §¼¦Æ/VX+ £Ûá¤´/EFN
¡Æ ³µ£Ûá ¬¸®È£´ Á¬×ñ£Ûá­Èכ §¼¦Ûá¤´: +Öî/VJכ ¬Íñ/EPF+ £Ûá­È/ECS §¼¦Æ/VX+ £Ûá¤´/EFN
• ’¹כ‘
’¹כ‘ is tagged as PAU if it attaches to a noun, but it is tagged as EFN if it attaches to a
verb. ’¹כ‘ is tagged as ECS if it follows copula ‘s’ or adjective ‘m’, and functions as a
coordinate ending:
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£´£Ûá¬À: £´/NPN+ £Ûá/PAU+ ¬À/PAU
¡Éñ¬ ¬̧À: ¡´/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¬ ¬̧À/EFN
¬È¡Íð¬Ûá ¡Éí¬È¬À ­¸¡Íð¬Ûá ª ¡́½¤´: ¡Éí/NNC+ ¬È/CO+ ¬À/ECS
• ‘×æ’
‘×æ’ is tagged as NNC if it has the meaning of ‘monk’, ‘middle’, or ‘among’. but it is tagged
as NNX if it follows the deverbal nouns and has the meaning of ‘during’ of ‘throughout’.
¡Æ/NPN+ £Ûá/PAU ­Öò/NNC+ ¬È/PCA ¤¿/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN.
¬È/DAN ­Öò/NNC+ ¬¹ª¸/PAD
³¿¬Ç/NNC ­Öò/NNX, ¨Éò§Öá/NNC ­Öò/NNX, ¬¼­Íá/NNC ­Öò/NNX
• ‘sm’
In most cases, ‘sm’ is a combination of a copula and a sentence final ending marker
(¬È/CO+ £È/EFN). But when it attaches to nouns in a list context, it should be tagged as PCJ
as a whole.
¬È¡Íð¬È +ÊÞ/NNCכ ¬È/CO+ £È/EFN?
³µ¨Éò/NNC+ ¬È£È/PCJ, ±Ñò¬Ýå/NNC+ ¬È£È/PCJ, ¡Æ¡¹ §ÁªÛá §Éå/NNC+ ¬È/CO+ £È/EFN?
• ‘ôÇ¼#’
‘ôÇ¼#’ is tagged as NNC when it precedes postpositions or it has modifiers. Otherwise, ‘ôÇ¼#’
is tagged as ADC.
§Éå¡½ ¤Éò£´¡Ä£Ûá ³Éá²Ïá/NNC+ ¬Æ¦¼/PAD ¨ÈªÛð³Éá ­Íí¬È ¬Ýñ¬Æ§Ïáª¸,
¤´¦Ûá ³Éá²Ïá/NNC+ ¬Æ¦¼/PAD ¡Á̈Ïå¤¿£Ûá ­Íí¬È ¬Ýñ¤´.
¨ÁªÝå ¡Ûí¡¼¬Ç ­Íò¦È¦Ûå ­¼ªÑÞ³È +Á­Ýá/NNCכ ³´/XSV+ £Ûá/EAN ³Éá²Ïá/NNC
¬Á¦Ëò¡Ûí¡¼¬Ç §¼¨Ííª´¦»£Ûá ¨Éå¡Öå³µ ­Íá² ³́Éå ¬»­Íò¬È¤´.
³Éá²Ïá/ADC ¦Íá¤Íá/NPR+ ³¿¬Ç/NNC+ ¬È/PCA ¢Ûö£Éá ³Á ¬Å¡´£Ûá ¤ ª́È ¬Ñå¦Éñ¤´.
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6 Revised Bracketing Guidelines
6.1 ‘e-Seo’ as Subject Case Marker
In Korean Treebank 2.0, ‘\"f’ following a noun which refers to an organization or socio-political
entity is recognized as a subject case marker. It is tagged as PCA accordingly, and the whole noun
phrase is categorized as NP-SBJ:
(50) ­Íò̈Á¬¹ª¸ ªµ¦¼¬Öá ¨Íî¦Ïò¬Ûå ¡Ñò²¼³ ¬́Ïñ¤´:
(S (NP-SBJ ­Íò̈Á/NNC+ ¬¹ª¸/PCA)
(VP (NP-OBJ ªµ¦¼¬Öá ¨Íî¦Ïò¬Ûå)
(VV ¡Ñò²¼³ ¬́Ïñ¤´)))
¬Á¦È ³ÉÞ¡À¬¹ª¸ ¬Ûò¬×áªÉò¬Ûå ¨Éä¬Éñ¤´:
(S (NP-SBJ ¬Á¦È ³ÉÞ¡À/NNC+ ¬¹ª¸/PCA)
(VP (NP-OBJ ¬Ûò¬×áªÉò¬Ûå)
¨Éä¬Éñ¤´))
6.2 Ha/VX→ Ha/VV in ‘-To-Rok/Ki-Ro Ha-’ Constructions
In Korean Treebank 1.0, the ‘-lÐ -’ construction was analyzed in such a way that the verb
accompanied by ‘-lÐ’ was treated as the main verb while ‘-’ was relegated to the role of an
auxiliary verb:
(51) treatment of ‘-lÐ -’ in Korean Treebank 1.0:
(S (NP-SBJ +ÍåªÁ/NPRכ ¡´/PCA)
(VP (VP ¡´/VV+ ¡È¦¼/ECS)
³´/VX+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN)
./SFN)
In Korean Treebank 2.0, the annotation guideline is revised so ‘-’ is now recognized as the main
verb of the construction which takes a clausal argument headed by ¡È/EAN+ ¬Æ¦¼/PAD:
(52) treatment of ‘-lÐ -’ in Korean Treebank 2.0:
(S (NP-SBJ *pro*)
(VP (S-COMP (NP-SBJ +ÍåªÁ/NPRכ ¬È/PCA)
(VP ¡´/VV+ ¡È/ENM+ ¬Æ¦¼/PAD))
³´/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN)
./SFN)
This decision was due to the observation that the verb ‘-’ has some degree of agentivity of its
own therefore cannot be an auxiliary verb. As a piece of supporting evidence, the subject of ‘-’
in the example above can be different from ‘ô=Ãº’, as indicated by the empty pronoun occupying
the position: the person who is going is ‘ô=Ãº’, but the decision may well have been made by some
other person or persons.
I much the same way, ‘-̧2¤ -’ construction in Korean Treebank 1.0 was analyzed in such a
way that the verb accompanied by ‘-̧2¤’ was treated as the main verb while ‘-’ was relegated
to the role of an auxiliary verb:
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(53) treatment of ‘-̧2¤ -’ in Korean Treebank 1.0:
(S (NP-SBJ +ÍåªÁ/NPRכ ¡´/PCA)
(VP (VP ¡´/VV+ ¤¼¦ÑÞ/ECS)
³´/VX+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN)
./SFN)
For reasons analogous to the ones given for the case of ‘-lÐ -’, the treatment for ‘-̧2¤
-’ is revised as follows:
(54) treatment of ‘-̧2¤ -’ in Korean Treebank 2.0:
(S (NP-SBJ *pro*)
(VP (S-COMP (NP-SBJ +ÍåªÁ/NPRכ ¬È/PCA)
(VP ¡´/VV+ ¤¼¦ÑÞ/ECS))
³´/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN)
./SFN)
Again, as a result of the revision, the subject of the verb ‘-’ is now allowed to be different
from the subject of the embedded clause, which makes possible the more favorable semantic
interpretation where some person other than ô=Ãº is the agent of the decision of ô=Ãº’s going.
6.3 Extension of S-level Tag
When a sentential element is ended with the suffixation of ‘6£§’ or ‘l’, it is bracketed as S with
an appropriate function tag, i.e., S-SBJ, S-OBJ, or S-COMP. We do not further project it to an NP
(cf. Bracketing Guidelines p.7-9).
(55) ³½¦ÏÞ ­È¬×á¬Ûá ¨¼±Ñò ÍåªÁ¦Ûåכ ¬Íí³¼³´¡È ¬Ä³µª¸ ³ÑÞ¬Ûá ³Á̈Éò¬Æ¦¼¬Ç ¤µ¬È¤Ñò¬Ûå ¬Ûá²»³´¡È
¬Ä³µª¸ ¡´£Ûò³Éá ³Éá ¼¦µ¤¿כ ³Éî£È¤´.
(S (NP-SBJ *pro*)
(VP (NP-OBJ ³½¦ÏÞ/NNC
­È¬×á/NNC+ ¬Ûá/PAU)
(VP (ADVP ¨¼±Ñò/ADV)
(VP (S (S (NP-SBJ *pro*)
(VP (S-OBJ (NP-SBJ *pro*)
(VP (NP-OBJ +ÍåªÁ/NNCכ ¬Ûå/PCA)
(VV ¬Íí³¼/NNC+ ³´/XSV+ ¡È/ENM)))
¬Ä³´/VV+ ¬ ª̧¸/ECS))
(ADCP ³ÑÞ¬Ûá/ADC)
(S (NP-SBJ *pro*)
(VP (S-OBJ (NP-SBJ *pro*)
(VP (NP-OBJ (NP ³Á̈Éò/NNC+ ¬Æ¦¼/PAD+ ¬Ç/PAN)
(NP ¤µ/XPF+ ¬È¤Ñò/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA))
(VV ¬Ûá²»/NNC+ ³´/XSV+ ¡È/ENM)))
¬Ä³´/VV+ ¬ ª̧¸/ECS)))
(VP (NP-ADV (S (NP-SBJ *pro*)
(ADJP (VJ ¡´£Ûò/NNC+ ³´/XSJ+ ¬Ûá/EAN)))
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(NP ³Éá/NNX))
(NP-ADV +µ/NNC¤¿כ ¬Æ¦¼/PAD)
(VP ³´/VV+ ¬Ûî£È¤´/EFN)))))
./SFN)
When a sentence is followed by an final ending (EFN) such as ’Ért’ and ’Ö¼’, it can also
be a sentential subject, sentential object or sentential complement. It is bracketed as S with
appropriate function tag, i.e., S-SBJ, S-OBJ, or S-COMP.
(56) ¡Æ¤Ûå¬Ç ¡Öáª´ ´¡¼Ýò³כ §×á­È£Ûá ­¹¡´ ­Éå §¼¦Æ¡ÎñªÛî£È¤´.
(S (S-OBJ-1 (NP-SBJ (NP ¡Æ/NPN+ ¤Ûå/XSF+ ¬Ç/PAN)
(NP ¡Öáª´/NNC
+Ýò³¼/NNCכ ¬È/PCA))
(VP (NP §Á¬Íð/NPN+ ¬È/CO+ £Ûá­È/EFN+ ¬Ûá/PAU)))
(S (NP-SBJ ­¹/NPN+ ¬È/PCA)
(VP (S-OBJ *T*-1)
(VP (ADVP ­Éå/ADV)
(VP §¼¦Æ/VV+ ¡Îñ/EPF+ ¬Ûî£È¤´/EFN))))
./SFN)
(57) ¬ ¥̧Íá ­Ñò¦Å¬Ç ¡È­ÖáªÍá¬È ª´¬Õò¤¿£Æ£¶¬¹ ¥ ¦́´ ¨Éò¬Ä¬¹£Ûá ª¹ ¡´­È ­Ñò¦Å¡´ ¬Ýñª¼.
(S (S (NP-SBJ *pro*)
(VP (S-COMP (NP-SBJ (NP ¬ ¥̧Íá/DAN
­Ñò¦Å/NNC+ ¬Ç/PAN)
(NP ¡È­ÖáªÍá/NNC+ ¬È/PCA))
(VP (VV ª ¬́Õò/NNC+ ¤¿/XSV+ £Æ£¶/EFN+ ¬¹/PAD)))
¥´¦Æ/VV+ ¬¸/ECS))
(S (NP-ADV ¨Éò¬Ä/NNC+ ¬¹/PAD+ ¬Ûá/PAU)
(S (NP-SBJ ª¹/NNU
¡´­È/NNX
­Ñò¦Å/NNC+ ¬È/PCA)
(ADJP ¬Ýñ/VV+ ª¼/EFN)))
./SFN)
In all other cases where S is an argument, S itself is simply treated as a complement of a
verb, i.e., S-COMP. This includes, but is not limited to, the cases where a sentence is followed by
EFN+PAD such as ‘¦’ and ‘¦’ as well as an inflectional ending ‘̧2¤’, etc.:
(58) ¡Æ£Ûá §Á­Íá¡È¡´ ¡¼­Éò£Éñ¤ ¡́¼ §Éå³Êñ¤´.
(S (NP-SBJ ¡Æ/NPN+ ¬Ûá/PAU)
(VP (S-COMP (NP-SBJ §Á­Íá¡È/NNC+ ¬È/PCA)
(VP ¡¼­Éò£´/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN+ ¡¼/PAD))
§Éå³´/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN)
./SFN)
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­Öò¤µ ±ÛÞ§Á­Éò¬Ûá ­Öò¤µ ªÍò¬×á¤Ûå¬È ­Íá±Á¬¹ ²Ýå¬À³Éá §Á¡È¬½ ±Éá¬ËÞ¬Ûå ±Ûå¦Ýí¬Íï¬È ¡Éó¤¼¦ÑÞ ³Éî£È¤´.
(S (NP-SBJ ­Öò¤µ/NNC ±ÛÞ§Á­Éò/NNC+ ¬Ûá/PAU)
(VP (S-COMP (NP-SBJ ­Öò¤µ/NNC ªÍò¬×á/NNC+ ¤Ûå/XSF+ ¬È/PCA)
(VP (NP-OBJ (S (WHNP-1 *op*)
(S (NP-SBJ *T*-1)
(ADJP (NP-COMP ­Íá±Á/NNC+ ¬¹/PAD)
(VJ ²Ýå¬À/NNC+ ³´/XSJ+ ¬Ûá/EAN))))
(NP §Á¡È/NNC+ ¬½/PCJ ±Éá¬ËÞ/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA))
(VP (ADVP ±Ûå¦Ýí¬Íï¬È/ADV)
(VP ¡Éó/VV+ ¤¼¦ÑÞ/ECS))))
³´/VV+ ¬Ûî£È¤´/EFN)
./SFN)
6.4 Extension of Complex Auxiliary Predicate
‘Ãº e’ and ‘Ãº \O’ occur at the end of sentences and correspond in meaning to English
auxiliary predicates such as ‘can’ and ‘cannot’. Label ‘Ãº e’ and ‘Ãº \O’ as VX and treat
them as auxiliary predicates.
(59) ³Éá¡ÖÞ±ÉÞ¡Á¡´ 2000 £Ïá ªÈ¤Æ£È¬Ñå¦Ýí²ÝÞ ¨ÑáªÍá¬¹ £Éí£º̈ÑÞªÝÞ 2 ¡µ­¼«ÝÞ¬Ûå ² ¡́Ïá³Éå ªÁ ¬Ýñ¡¹ ¤Óñ¤´.
(S (NP-SBJ ³Éá¡ÖÞ/NPR+ ±ÉÞ¡Á/NNC+ ¬È/PCA)
(VP (VP (VP (NP-COMP 2000/NNU
£Ïá/NNX
ªÈ¤Æ£È/NPR+ ¬Ñå¦Ýí²ÝÞ/NNC
¨ÑáªÍá/NNC+ ¬¹/PAD)
(NP-OBJ £Éí£º/NNC+ ¨ÑÞªÝÞ/NNC
2/NNU
¡µ/NNX+ ­¼/NNC+ «ÝÞ/XSF+ ¬Ûå/PCA)
(VV ² ¡́Ïá/NNC+ ³´/XSV+ ¬Ûå/EAN))
(VX ªÁ/NNX
¬Ýñ/VV+ ¡¹/ECS))
¤¿/VX+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN)
./SFN)
¡ ¦́Æ°º ¤Æ¦Ýå ªÁ¡´ ¬ÍïªÛî£È¤´.
(S (NP-SBJ *pro*)
(VP (VP (VP (NP-OBJ *pro*)
¡ ¦́Æ°È/VV+ ¬¸/ECS)
¤Æ¦È/VX+ ¬Ûå/EAN)
(VX ªÁ/NNX+ ¬È/PCA
¬Íï/VJ+ ¬Ûî£È¤´/EFN))
./SFN)
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7 New Issues in Bracketing Guidelines
7.1 ‘Jung-i-Ta’ as VX
In Korean Treebank 2.0, ‘×æs’ is recognized as an auxiliary verb (also noted previously in
Section 2.2). The decision was made in order to reflect the auxiliary-verb-like nature of ‘×æs’,
which tends to act like an auxiliary verb encoding an aspectual sense.
(60) ‘×æs’ is recognized as VX:
£ £́Ûá ªÖÞ­¹¦Ûå ³ £́Ûá ­Öò¬È¤´ ~.
(S (NP-SBJ £´/NPN+ ¬Ûá/PAU)
(VP (VP (NP-OBJ ªÖÞ­¹/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA)
³´/VV+ £Ûá/EAN)
(VX ­Öò/NNX+ ¬È/CO+ ¤´/EFN))
./SFN)
‘×æs’ frequently appears attached to a Cino-Korean verbal noun. In order to give it a
separate node as a VX, it is separated out from the noun, and the construction is annotated
thusly:
(61) forced tokenization on ­Öò/NNX+ ¬È/CO:
... £Å¬ÕÞ¬¹ª¸ ¬Åª¹ ~ ­Öò¬È¤Íá ¡¼¬¸ ¨Á±Ñò¦Ïò¬Ûá ...
(NP-SBJ (S (WHNP-1 *op*)
(S (NP-SBJ *T*-1)
(VP (VP (NP-ADV £Å¬ÕÞ/NPR+ ¬¹ª¸/PAD)
(VP (VV ¬Åª¹/NNC)))
(VX ­Öò/NNX+ ¬È/CO+ ¤Íá/EAN))))
(NP ¡¼¬¸/NPR
¨Á±Ñò¦Ïò/NNC+ ¬Ûá/PAU))
Note that the recognition as VX only applies when ­Öò/NNX is followed by a copula ¬È/CO. In
all other circumstances, ­Öò/NNX is treated in the same fashion as other dependent nouns:
(62) ­Öò/NNX+ ¬¹/PAD is not treated as VX:
.. £Å¬ÕÞ¬¹ª¸ ¬Åª¹­Öò¬¹ ...
(NP-ADV £Å¬ÕÞ/NPR+ ¬¹ª¸/PAD)
(NP-ADV ¬Åª¹/NNC+ ­Öò/NNX+ ¬¹/PAD)
7.2 Parallel Treatment of Double Accusative and Double Nominative Con-
structions
In Korean Treebank 2.0, Korean double accusative and double nominative constructions receive
parallel treatments. Therefore (indices 1 and 2 are not present in actual annotation; they are
included here for illustration purposes):
(63) a. double accusative construction
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­Ñá¬È §¹¦È¦Ûå ²Éå¬Ûå ­Éî¬Éñ¤´
(S (NP-SBJ ­Ñá/NPR+ ¬È/PCA)
(VP (NP-OBJ1 §¹¦È/NPR+ ¬Ûå/PCA)
(VP (NP-OBJ2 ²Éå/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA)
­Éî/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN)))
b. double nominative construction
­Ñá¬È °È¡´ ­ÉÞ¤´
(S (NP-SBJ1 ­Ñá/NPR+ ¬È/PCA)
(S (NP-SBJ2 °È/NNC+ ¬È/PCA)
(ADJP ­ÉÞ/VJ+ ¤´/EFN)))
In NP-OBJ1 NP-OBJ2 VV, the inner object NP-OBJ2 and VV project up to VP; similarly, in NP-SBJ1
NP-SBJ2 VJ, the inner subject NP-SBJ2 and VJ project up to S. The analysis is compatible with
some Korean syntactic theories which view the lower S unit a predicative clause (“"fÕüt]X”). This
S is a clausal unit, which dominates a subject and a predicate, yet functions as some sort of
predicate relative to its sister NP-SBJ1, which it combines to project another S.
In the above cases, the outer NP element will not form any argument relation with the lexical
verb/adjective. In certain other cases, the outer NP element is subcategorized by the lexical
verb/adjective, which can be specified in the Korean Propbank:
(64) Propbank representation of “A-s B-s e”
­Ñá¬È ¤Ñá¬È ¬Ýñ¤´
(S (NP-SBJ1 ­Ñá/NPR+ ¬È/PCA)
(S (NP-SBJ2 ¤Ñá/NNC+ ¬È/PCA)
(ADJP ¬Ýñ/VJ+ ¤´/EFN)))
Arg2-nom : john-nom
Arg1-nom : money-nom
Rel : exists
This leads to the theoretic implication in Korean grammar that verbs can assign argument roles
outside of the lowest S clause that they are contained in. (A similar conclusion is drawn from the
treatment of LV in the next section.)
7.3 Treatment of LV Extended to Non-OBJ Arguments
The light-verb construction, currently recognized for an object noun and a light verb pair, is
extended similarly to include a subject noun and a light verb pair:
(65) a. light verb construction with NP-OBJ-LV
­Ñá¬È ¡Ñò̈Á¦Ûå ³Éá¤´
(S (NP-SBJ ­Ñá/NPR+ ¬È/PCA)
(VP (NP-OBJ-LV ¡Ñò¨Á/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA)
(LV ³´/VV+ £Ûá¤´/EFN))))
b. light verb construction with NP-SBJ-LV
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³Ûî¬Ïá¬È ¬Éí¡½ ¡Òá¡»¡´ ¬Ýñ¤´
(S (NP-SBJ ³Ûî¬Ïá/NNC+ ¬È/PCA)
(NP-COMP ¬Éí/NNC+ ¡½/PAD)
(S (NP-SBJ-LV ¡Òá¡»/NNC+ ¬È/PCA)
(LV ¬Ýñ/VJ+ ¤´/EFN)))
In NP-OBJ-LV LV pair above, it is the NP-OBJ that assigns argument structure; likewise in NP-SBJ-LV
LV pair, it is the NP-SBJ that assigns argument roles to the S-external arguments ‘f̈s’ and
‘õ’.
One of the theoretic implications introduced then by the treatment of the double-nominative
and NP-SBJ-LV constructions is that Korean verbs (or LV constructions) can assign argument
roles outside of the lowest S clause that they are contained in. Another related implication is that
the phrase structure rule S -> NP-SBJ VP is no longer considered absolute for Korean: S will be
viewed as the node NP-SBJ projects up to, while either VP or S can be the sister node to such a
NP-SBJ.
7.4 VV Projection of NNC without XSV Suffix
Normally, a verbal noun undergoes verbalization via an attached verbalization suffix (XSV), which
then projects up to a VV node (example 66a). In Korean Treebank 2.0, a verbal noun is allowed
to undergo verbalization without the presence of a verbalization suffix (66b). Such cases are
frequently found in a coordination structure, as illustrated in (67).
(66) a. a noun is verbalized with XSV
(VV ¬È¦ÚÞ/NNC+ ³´/XSV+ ¡¼/ECS)
b. a noun is verbalized without XSV
(VV ¬È¦ÚÞ/NNC)
(67) ;;3020002:6: ¬È£Éå ¬È¦ °́Æ ³Éò¡Ñò¬Ç ¬Ýå¦ÅªÝá 76 ¡È£Ûá 117 §Ïò¬Ç ªÖá¦»­ ¦́Ûå ±µ¬Á¡¼
¬Éå ¦´ªÈ¤Æ ¡Ñò¡Öá ¨È³Êò­Éò¬Ûå ¬È¦ÚÞ ~, ª´¬Á¤È¬Ç ­¹¤´¡Ñò³Éò¬¹ ´¤ÉÞ³Êñכ¼¤ ~.
(S (NP-ADV ¬È£Éå/NNC)
(S (NP-SBJ (NP ¬È¦ °́Æ/NPR
³Éò¡Ñò/NNC+ ¬Ç/PAN)
(NP ¬Ýå¦ÅªÝá/NPR
76/NNU
¡È/NNX+ ¬Ûá/PAU))
(VP (VP (NP-OBJ (NP 117/NNU
§Ïò/NNX+ ¬Ç/PAN)
(NP ªÖá¦»­´/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA))
±µ¬Á/VV+ ¡¼/ECS)
(VP (NP-OBJ ¬Éå/NNC
¦ ª́È¤Æ/NPR
¡Ñò¡Öá/NNC
¨È³Êò­Éò/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA)
(VV ¬È¦ÚÞ/NNC))
,/SCM
(VP (NP-COMP (NP ª ¬́Á¤È/NPR+ ¬Ç/PAN)
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(NP ­¹¤´/NPR+ ¡Ñò³Éò/NNC+ ¬¹/PAD))
(VV +ÉÞ/NNCכ¼¤ ³´/XSV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN))))
./SFN)
7.5 ADV Can Modify Nominal Elements
In Korean Treebank 1.0, there were a few adverbs (ADV) such as ‘_,s̀,8,Ð’ which were
thought to be also capable of being adnominals (DAN) when modifying following nouns, a position
taken in order to adhere to the doctrine that adverbials cannot modify nominal elements. In
Korean Treebank 2.0, however, they are seen as retaining their original POS of ADV; instead, the
view on noun modification is relaxed so that adverbial elements can now modify nouns. Hence:
(68) ³×å«Ýá ¬È­Íá¬¹
(NP-ADV (ADVP ³×å«Ýá/ADV)
(NP ¬È­Íá/NNC+ ¬¹/PAD))
¡ ¬̧Ç 1 ¤Éå¦ £̧´ ³´¦ÉÞ³Êñ¤´
(VP (NP-ADV (ADVP ¡¸¬Ç/ADV)
(NP 1/NNU
¤Éå¦¸/NNX+ ¬È£´/PAU))
(VP (VV ³ ¦́ÉÞ/NNC+ ³´/XSV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN))))
¤¸ ¬ÈªÉò
(NP-ADV (ADVP ¤¸/ADV)
(NP ¬ÈªÉò/NNC))
¨ ¦́¼ £ ¬̧¹¡¹
(NP-COMP (ADVP ¨ ¦́¼/ADV)
(NP £¸/NPN+ ¬¹¡¹/PAD))
7.6 ADVP as Arguments
In Treebank 1.0, only noun phrases (NP) and clauses (S) were viewed as capable of functioning as
an argument of a verb. Starting from Treebank 2.0, adverb phrases (ADVP) are treated as a COMP
argument in some context, mostly involving the verbs ³´/VV and ¤¿/VV. Some examples:
(69) a. (VP (NP-OBJ ¨ÉòכÝí/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA)
(ADVP-COMP ¨Öá§Ïò³È/ADV)
³´/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN)
b. (VP (NP-OBJ ¤µ/XPF+ ¨ÖÞ/NPR
±Á­´/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA)
(ADVP-COMP ¬×á³Òå³È/ADV)
³´/VV+ ¤¼¦ÑÞ/ECS)
c. (VP (NP-OBJ §Öá­¹/NNC+ ¦Ûå/PCA)
(ADVP-COMP (ADV (VJ ±Á§Ïò/NNC+ ³´/XSJ+ ¡¹/ECS)))
³´/VV+ ¬Æ§º/ECS)
d. (VP (ADVP-COMP ¬È¦Íø¡¹/ADV)
¤¿/VV+ ¬Æ§Ïá/ECS)
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e. (VP (NP-OBJ §Öá­¹/NNC+ ¦Ûå/PCA)
(ADVP-COMP (ADV ¡´¨Ïî/VJ+ ¡¹/ECS))
¨¼/VV+ ¬Ûå/EAN)
ADVP-COMPs differ from ADVPs in that they are not semantic modifiers of the verb. Rather,
they ascribe a property to some other element in the argument structure, typically the object
(69a, 69b, 69c, 69e) or the subject (69d) in some cases. To further illustrate the point, compare
(69b) with the following:
(70) (VP (NP-OBJ-LV ¤µ/XPF+ ¨ÖÞ/NPR
±Á­´/NNC+ ¬Ûå/PCA)
(VP (ADVP ¬ÏåªÝí³È/ADV)
(VP (LV ³´/VV+ ¤¼¦ÑÞ/ECS)))
In (69b), ³´/VV is a causative verb: it is ±Á­´ “investment” that is being made ¬×á³Òå “smooth”.
In (70), on the other hand, the adverb ¬ÏåªÝí³È/ADV describes the mode “enthusiastically” of the
act ±Á­ ¦́Ûå ³Éí “investing”.
As a result of this change, Korean Treebank 2.0 now takes both ‘ìr"î
>’ and ‘ìr"î
y’ as
an argument in the examples below:
(71) ‘ìr"î
>/ìr"î
y ’ receive parallel analyses in KTB 2.0
a. (VP (NP-OBJ ¬À­Íí¬Ûå)
(ADVP-COMP (ADV ¨Öá§Ïò³´/VJ+ ¡¹/ECS))
³´/VV+ ¬Æ¦º¡¼/ECS)
b. (VP (NP-OBJ ¬À­Íí¬Ûå)
(ADVP-COMP ¨Öá§Ïò³È/ADV)
³´/VV+ ¬Æ¦º¡¼/ECS)
In Korean Treebank 1.0, ¨Öá§Ïò³´/VJ+ ¡¹/ECS was assigned a clausal structure and was given an
argument status on the S node; ¨Öá§Ïò³È/ADV, however, could not head a clause and was left as a
modifier as a result. Therefore, the syntactic and semantic parallelism of the two constructions
was not properly captured in Treebank 1.0 annotations, which was corrected by the revision in
Korean Treebank 2.0.
(72) “ìr"î
>/ìr"î
y ” received disjoint analyses in KTB 1.0
a. (VP (NP-OBJ ¬À­Íí¬Ûå)
(S-COMP (NP-SBJ *pro*)
(ADJP ¨Öá§Ïò³´/VJ+ ¡¹/ECS))
³´/VV+ ¬Æ¦º¡¼/ECS)
b. (VP (NP-OBJ ¬À­Íí¬Ûå)
(VP (ADVP ¨Öá§Ïò³È/ADV))
(VP ³´/VV+ ¬Æ¦º¡¼/ECS))
7.7 More VX-like Constructions Involving Keos/NNX
Auxiliary predicative noun ‘’s	כ that contributes to modal or aspectual interpretation is la-
beled as VX. ‘’	כ always follows ¬Ûå/EAN and is followed by copula ‘s’ to be bracketed as VX.
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(73) §Éá£Éå ¡Íð¬È¦ ¡́¼ ¨Éæ³Ïñ¤´:
(VP (S-COMP ... (VP (VP ... §Éá£´/VV+ ¬Ûå/EAN)
(VX ¡Íð/NNX+ ¬È/CO+ ¦´/EFN+ ¡¼/PAD)))
¨Éæ³È/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN)
§ÍÞ¬Ûå ¡Íð¬È¤´:
(VP (VP ... §ÍÞ/VV+ ¬Ûå/EAN)
(VX ¡Íð/NNX+ ¬È/CO+ ¤´/EFN))
¬»©Ûå ¡Íð¬È¤´:
(VP (ADJP ¬»©Æ/VJ+ ¬Ûå/EAN)
(VX ¡Íð/NNX+ ¬È/CO+ ¤´/EFN))
We do not view the following ‘’	כ as VX, although these seem to have the same semantics as
their main clause counterpart. They get the usual treatment, as a complementized NP clause with
¡Íð/NNX as the head.
(74) (NP-COMP (S ... +µ/NNC¦¼כ ³´/XSV+ ¬Ûå/EAN) (NP ¡Íð/NNX+ ¬Æ¦¼/PAD)) ¨Ñá¤´
(NP-OBJ (S ... +µ/NNC¦¼כ ³´/XSV+ ¬Ûå/EAN) (NP ¡Íð/NNX+ ¬Ûå/PCA)) ¬Á¦º³ ¬́º
Similarly, ‘÷r’ and ‘'’ also are bracketed as VX when occurring between ¬Ûå/EAN and ¬È/CO:
(75) §ÍÞ¬Ûå ©Öá¬È¤´:
(VP (VP ... §ÍÞ/VV+ ¬Ûå/EAN) (VX ©Öá/NNX+ ¬È/CO+ ¤´/EFN))
­Ýî¬¹ ¬Ýñ¬Ûå ±¸¬È£È ­Íá³½³µ¦´:
(VP (VP (NP-COMP ­Ýî/NNC+ ¬¹/PAD) ¬Ýñ/VV+ ¬Ûå/EAN) (VX ±¸/NNX+ ¬È/CO+ £È/ECS)
7.8 VV Projection of noun+eu-Ro/PAD
In Korean Treebank 2.0, noun+ ¬Æ¦¼/PAD is allowed to project to VV when it has arguments:
(76) (VP (NP-OBJ +Ýá§Ýå¡Éí/NNCכ ¬Ûå/PCA)
(VV ¨ ±́Éò/NNC+ ¬Æ¦¼/PAD))
(VP (NP-OBJ ¬Ç¬×á/NNC+ ¤Ûå/XSF+ ¬Ûå/PCA)
(VV ªÉò¤µ/NNC+ ¬Æ¦¼/PAD))
(S (NP-SBJ µ¤¿כ ªÁכÖåכ £́Ûá)
(VP (VV ²Á­¼/NPR ªÈ±Æ¦¼¬Êò/NPR+ ¬Æ¦¼/PAD)))
(S (NP-SBJ ¨Éá¤µ¬Çª´¦Ûå ¨Éæ³Ýá ¬Ëò¤Éò ¬Ç¬×á¬Ûá)
(VP (ADVP §¼¤Á/ADV)
(VP (VV 199/NNU+ §Ïò/NNX+ ¬Æ¦¼/PAD))))
7.9 Treatment of noun+eops-i/ADV
We break apart noun+ ¬Íï¬È/ADV into noun and ¬Íï¬È/ADV if the noun has a modifier, so that the
modifier can modify the noun alone to project the NP argument of ¬Íï¬È/ADV. Note that ‘\Os’ is
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now prefixed with the tokenization boundary marker ‘~’, as previously explained in Section 2.2.
Examples are:
(77) a. Áº sÄ»\Os:
¬´§Á¦Íá ¬È¬Å ~ ¬Íï¬È
(ADVP (NP-COMP ¬´§Á¦Íá/DAN
¬È¬Å/NNC)
¬Íï¬È/ADV)
b. Ä»'p_ ) \Os:
¬Å¬Îá¬Ç ³¸¡´ ~ ¬Íï¬È
(ADVP (NP-COMP (NP ¬Å¬Îá/NPR+ ¬Ç/PAN)
(NP ³ ¡̧´/NNC))
¬Íï¬È/ADV)
If there are no modifiers such as ¬´§Á¦Íá/DAN, there is no need to force tokenization on ‘sÄ»\O
s’; it is tagged for individual morphemes, as in ¬È¬Å/NNC+ ¬Íï¬È/ADV.
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8 Summary of Tagset in Penn Korean Treebank 2.0
8.1 Content Tags
Category Tag Description Tag Label
noun proper noun NPR
common noun NNC
dependent noun NNX
pronoun, demonstrative NPN
ordinal, cardinal, numeral NNU
words written in foreign characters NFW
predicate verb VV
adjective VJ
auxiliary predicate VX
adverb constituent adverb, clausal adverb ADV
conjunctive adverb ADC
adnominal configurative, demonstrative DAN
interjection exclamation IJ
list list marker LST
8.2 Function Tags
Category Tag Description Tag Label Note
postposition case PCA
adverbial PAD
adnominal PAN new in KTB 2.0
conjunctive PCJ
auxiliary PAU
copula CO
ending final EFN
coordinate, subordinate, adverbial ECS
auxiliary EAU merged with ECS in KTB 2.0
adnominal EAN
nominal ENM
pre-final ending (tense, honorific) EPF
affix suffix XSF
prefix XPF
verbalization suffix XSV
adjectivization suffix XSJ
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8.3 Symbols
Category Tag Description Tag Label
comma SCM
termination sentence ending markers SFN
left quotation mark SLQ
right quotation mark SRQ
symbol other symbols SSY
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